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Reduction and a simple proof of characterization offuzzy concept latticesRADIM BÌLOHLÁVEK 1Institute for Research and Applications of Fuzzy Modeling, University of Ostrava, Bráfova 7, 701 03Ostrava, Czech Republic, radim.belohlavek@osu.czandDepartment of Computer Science, Technical University of Ostrava, tø. 17. listopadu, 708 33Ostrava-Poruba, Czech RepublicAbstract. Presented is a reduction of fuzzy Galois connections and fuzzy concept lattices to (crisp) Galoisconnections and concept lattices: each fuzzy concept lattice can be viewed as a concept lattice (in a naturalway). As a result, a simple proof of the characterization theorem for fuzzy concept lattices is obtained. Thereduction enables us to apply the results worked out for concept lattices to fuzzy concept lattices.
1 IntroductionThe idea of extraction of information from a given data (recently referred to as data mining) has along tradition. Coming to the question of the form of the extracted information one certainly feels asappealing the idea of methods producing information in the form of human reasoning-like structures. Aninteresting method of this kind is the formal concept analysis (called also the theory of concept lattices)being developed since the early 1980's by a group led by R. Wille at TU Darmstadt (see [17] for the �rstpaper and [9] for mathematical foundations). The input data (so called formal context) is a binary relationbetween a set of objects and a set of attributes. The main goal is to reveal the hierarchical structureof formal concepts (in the sense of Port-Royal logic) hidden in the input data and to investigate thedependencies among attributes. From the point of view of mathematics, although the basic constructionyielding the structure of concepts is not new (it is the construction of Birkho�'s lattice of closed sets ofa given polarity [7]), several interesting lattice-theoretical results have been obtained [9].It is appealing from the point of view of fuzzy set theory [18] that the input relation between objectsand attributes be fuzzy rather than sharp (two-valued). A �rst attempt to generalize the basic notionsand results has been undertaken in [8]. Independently, a more general approach (in that the structure oftruth values forms a complete residuated lattice) has been proposed and further pursued in [2, 3, 4, 5](see also the survey in [6]).The basic result of the theory of concept lattices, the so called Main theorem of concept lattices [17],characterizes the structure of formal concepts in a given formal context. This result has been generalizedfor the fuzzy case in [4]. The main aim of this paper is to present a reduction of fuzzy concept latticesto (two-valued) concept lattices. More precisely, we show that each fuzzy concept lattice can be viewedas a (two-valued) concept lattice. The idea results into a simple proof of the generalized version [4] ofthe Main theorem. In fact, we prove a bit more general statements about fuzzy Galois connections. Asa consequence, several results of the theory of concept lattices can be almost directly applied to fuzzyconcept lattices. However, this does not mean that all questions about fuzzy concept lattices are reducibleto questions about concept lattices. Namely, in the fuzzy case there are several relevant phenomena (e.g.similarity, logical precision etc. [5, 6]) which are degenerate, and therefore hidden, in the case of (two-valued) concept lattices.1Present address: Center for Intelligent Systems, Watson School of Applied Science, State University of New York atBinghamton, Binghamton, NY 13902, USA. 2



2 Fuzzy concept latticesA fuzzy set [18] is a mapping from a universal set into an appropriate structure of truth values. We usecomplete residuated lattices as structures of truth values.De�nition 1 A complete residuated lattice is an algebra L = hL;^;_;
;!; 0; 1i such that(1) hL;^;_; 0; 1i is a complete lattice with the least element 0 and the greatest element 1,(2) hL;
; 1i is a commutative monoid, i.e. 
 is commutative, associative, and x 
 1 = x holds holdsfor each x 2 L, and(3) 
;! form an adjoint pair, i.e. x
 y � z i� x � y ! z (1)holds for all x; y; z 2 L.For properties of complete residuated lattices we refer to [11, 13], for their role in fuzzy logic (innarrow sense) we refer to [12, 14, 15].The most studied and applied set of truth values is the real interval [0; 1] with a ^ b = min(a; b),a _ b = max(a; b), and with three important pairs of adjoint operations: the  Lukasiewicz one (a 
 b =max(a + b � 1; 0), a ! b = min(1 � a + b; 1)), Gödel one (a 
 b = min(a; b), a ! b = 1 if a � band = b else), and product one (a 
 b = a � b, a ! b = 1 if a � b and = b=a else). For the roleof these \building stones" in fuzzy logic see [12]. Another important set of truth values is the setfa0 = 0; a1; : : : ; an = 1g (a0 < � � � < an) with 
 given by ak 
 al = amax(k+l�n;0) and the corresponding! given by ak ! al = amin(n�k+l;n). A special case of the latter algebras is the Boolean algebra 2 ofclassical logic with the support 2 = f0; 1g. Moreover, each left-continuous t-norm 
 (i.e. a mononotone,commutative, associative operation on [0; 1] with 1 as the unit) makes [0; 1] a complete residuated latticeby putting a! b = Wfc j a
 c � bg. Note that each of the preceding residuated lattices is complete.A nonempty subset K � L is called a �-�lter if for every a; b 2 L such that a � b it holds that b 2 Kwhenever a 2 K. Unless otherwise stated, in what follows we denote by L a complete residuated latticeand by K a �-�lter in L.An L-set (fuzzy set) [18, 10] A in a universe set X is any map A : X ! L. The element A(x) 2 L isinterpreted as the truth value of the fact \x belongs to A". The concept of L-relation is de�ned obviously.By LX we denote the set of all L-sets in X . Operations on L extend pointwise to LX , e.g. (A_B)(x) =A(x) _ B(x) for A;B 2 LX . Following common usage, we write A [ B instead of A _ B, etc. GivenA;B 2 LX , the subsethood degree [10] S(A;B) of A in B is de�ned by S(A;B) = Vx2X A(x) ! B(x).We write A � B if S(A;B) = 1. Clearly, 2-sets are the characteristic functions of (classical) sets. In thefollowing we identify 2-sets with sets.A (formal) L-context (fuzzy context) is a tripple hX;Y; Ii where I is a binary L-relation between thesets X and Y , i.e. I 2 LX�Y . X , Y , and I are interpreted as the set of objects, the set of attributes,and the relation \to have", i.e. I(x; y) is the truth degree of the fact that the object x has the attributey. By Port-Royal logic [1], a concept is determined by its extent, i.e. a collection of all objects coveredby the concept, and by its intent, i.e. a collection of all attributes covered by the concept. The extentand intent of a concept have to satisfy the following conditions: (a) the intent is the collection of allattributes shared by all objects of the extent, and (b) the extent is the collection of all objects having allthe attributes of the intent. As an example, the extent of the concept DOG is the collection of all dogs,while its intent is the collection of all attributes of dogs such as \to be a mammal", \to bark" etc. LetA 2 LX be a fuzzy set of objects. A straightforward consideration shows (see e.g. [3, 6]) that the fuzzyset of al attributes of Y shared by all objects of A is the fuzzy set A"I 2 LY given byA"I (y) = x̂2X(A(x) ! I(x; y)): (2)Similarly, given a fuzzy set B 2 LY of attributes, the fuzzy set B#I 2 LX of all objects having all theattributes of B is given by B#I (x) = ŷ2Y (B(y) ! I(x; y)): (3)3



In what follows we omit the subscript I if it is obvious. The direct formalization of Port-Royal ideasyields therefore the following de�nition: A (formal) L-concept (fuzzy concept) in a given fuzzy contexthX;Y; Ii is a pair hA;Bi of A 2 LX (extent) and B 2 LY (intent) such that A" = B and B# = A. Theset B (X;Y; I) = fhA;Bi 2 LX � LY j A" = B;B# = Ag of all fuzzy concepts is called an L-conceptlattice (fuzzy concept lattice) given by the fuzzy context hX;Y; Ii. The term lattice is justi�ed by thefact that the relation � de�ned on B (X;Y; I) byhA1; B1i � hA2; B2i i� A1 � A2 (or i� B2 � B1)makes B (X;Y; I) into a complete lattice [4]. A moment reection shows that � models in a natural waythe conceptual hierarchy, i.e. hA1; B1i � hA2; B2i means that the concept hA2; B2i is more general thanhA1; B1i (hA1; B1i is more speci�c than hA2; B2i).3 Reduction of fuzzy concept lattices to concept latticesFor L = 2 (two-element Boolean algebra), the notions of L-concept and L-concept lattice coincide(modulo identifying 2-sets with sets) with the notions of concept and concept lattice [17].Our aim now is to show that each L-concept lattice can be viewed as a concept lattice. As a result,we obtain a simple proof of the theorem characterizing L-concept lattices. The proof makes a use of theMain theorem of concept lattices [17] the non-trivial part of which is the following assertion.Proposition 2 For a binary relation I � X � Y , B (X;Y; I) is a complete lattice w.r.t. �. Moreover,an arbitrary complete lattice V = hV;�i is isomorphic to B (X;Y; I) i� there are mappings  : X ! V ,� : Y ! V such that (X) is W-dense in V, �(Y ) is V-dense in V, and (x) � �(y) i� hx; yi 2 I.Note that V 0 � V is W-dense (V-dense) in V if each v 2 V is the supremum (in�mum) of some subsetof V 0.L-concept lattices may also be viewed as lattices of �xed points of L-Galois connections.De�nition 3 Let K be a �-�lter. An LK -Galois connection (fuzzy Galois connection) between the setsX and Y is a pair h"; #i of mappings " : LX ! LY , # : LY ! LX , satisfyingS(A1; A2) � S(A"2; A"1) whenever S(A1; A2) 2 K (4)S(B1; B2) � S(B#2 ; B#1) whenever S(B1; B2) 2 K (5)A � (A")# (6)B � (B#)" : (7)for every A;A1; A2 2 LX , B;B1; B2 2 LY .LL-Galois connections are called L-Galois connections. Note that Galois connections between sets [7]are just 2-Galois connections. Given an LK-Galois connection h"; #i between X and Y , we denoteby B �X;Y; h"; #i� the set of all �xed points of h"; #i, i.e. B �X;Y; h"; #i� = fhA;Bi 2 LX � LY j A" =B;B# = Ag. Since h"; #i is a Galois connection between the complete lattices hLX ;�i and hLY ;�i [7, 16],B �X;Y; h"; #i� is a complete lattice w.r.t. � de�ned by hA1; B1i � hA2; B2i i� A1 � A2 (i� B2 � B1),see e.g. [6].Recall now the result obtained in [3] which implies that each L-concept lattice is in fact a lattice of�xed points of some L-Galois connection, and vice-versa.Proposition 4 For a binary L-relation I 2 LX�Y denote h"I ; #I i the mappings de�ned for A 2 LX ,B 2 LY by (2) and (3). For an L-Galois connection h"; #i between X and Y denote by Ih";#i the binaryL-relation I 2 LX�Y de�ned for x 2 X, y 2 Y by I(x; y) = f 1�xg"(y) (= f 1�yg#(x)). Then h"I ; #I i isan L-Galois connection and it holds h"; #i = h"Ih";#i ; #Ih";#i i and I = Ih"I ;#I i:4



Since 1 2 K holds for each �-�lter K, each LK -Galois connection is also an Lf1g-Galois connection.We are going to show that Lf1g-Galois connections between X and Y are in one-to-one correspondencewith special 2-Galois connections between X � L and Y � L. Note that each L-set A 2 LX is in facta subset of X � L, i.e. A � X � L. However, the usual set-theoretical operations with L-sets de�nedcomponentwise (which is usual in fuzzy set theory) do not coincide with the operations de�ned on L-setsas on subsets of X � L. In order to have such a correspondence, one may proceed as follows.De�nition 5 Call a subset A � X � L (L-set)-representative if (1) for each x 2 X it holds hx; ai 2 Aand b � a implies hx; bi 2 A, and (2) for each x 2 X the set fa 2 L j hx; ai 2 Ag has the greatest element.For any L-set A 2 LX put bAc = fhx; ai 2 X � L j a � A(x)g: (8)For any A � X � L put dAe = fhx; ai 2 X � L j a = _hx;bi2A bg: (9)The following lemma is immediate.Lemma 6 Let A 2 LXbe an L-set, A0 � X � L be a representative set. Then (1) bAc � X � L is anrepresentative set, (2) dA0e is an L-set such that (3) A = bdAec, A0 = bdA0ec.De�nition 7 A 2-Galois connection h^; _i between X �L and Y �L is called commutative w.r.t. bd ecif bdAec^ = bdA^ec and bdBec_ = bdB_ec (10)holds for each A 2 X � L, B 2 Y � L.Remark Note that bdAec^ � A^ � bdA^ec holds for any 2-Galois connection h^; _i between X � L andY �L. Indeed, bdAec^ � A^ follows from A � bdAec and antitonicity of ^, whereas A^ � bdA^ec followsfrom the fact that A � bdAec holds for any A 2 X � L. It follows that the �rst condition of (10) isequivalent to bdAec^ � bdA^ec. Moreover, in this case we have bdAec^ = A^ = bdA^ec. Similarly forthe second condition of (10) which is, in fact, equivalent to dbBce_ � bdB_ec.For a pair h^; _i of mappings ^ : X � L! Y � L, _ : Y � L ! X � L de�ne the pair h"h^;_i ; #h^;_iiof mappings "h^;_i : LX ! LY , #h^;_i : LY ! LX byA"h^;_i = dbAc^e and B#h^;_i = dbBc_e (11)for A 2 LX , B 2 LY . For a pair h"; #i of mappings " : LX ! LY , # : LY ! LX by de�ne a pairh^h";#i ; _h";#ii of mappings ^h";#i : X � L! Y � L, _h";#i : Y � L! X � L byA^h";#i = bdAe"c and B_h";#i = bdBe#c (12)for A 2 X � L, B 2 Y � L.Theorem 8 Let h"; #i be a Lf1g-Galois connection between X and Y and h^; _i be a 2-Galois connectionbetween X � L and Y � L which is commutative w.r.t. bd ec. Then the following conditions hold.(1) h^h";#i ; _h";#ii is a 2-Galois connection between X�L and Y �L which is commutative w.r.t. bd ec.(2) h"h^;_i ; #h^;_ii is a Lf1g-Galois connection between X and Y .(3) h^; _i = h^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii ; _h"h^;_i ;#h^;_iii andh"; #i = h"h^h";#i ;_h";#i i ; #h^h";#i ;_h";#i ii. 5



Proof. (1) Let A1; A2 � X � L, A1 � A2. We have S(dA1e; dA2e) = 1, thus S(dA2e"; dA1e") = 1,and hence A^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii2 = bdA2e"c � bdA1e"c = A^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii1 . We have established that A1 � A2implies A^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii2 � A^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii1 . Similarly for B1; B2 2 Y � L.For A � X � L we have A^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii_h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii = bdbdAe"ce#c = bdAe"#c. If hx; ai 2A then dAe(x) � a, thus dAe"#(x) � dAe(x) � a, therefore hx; ai 2 bdAe"#c, i.e. A �A_h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii . Similarly for B � Y � L.The commutativity follows by bdAec^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii = bdbdAece"c = bdAe"c = bdbdAe"cec =bdA^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_iiec.(2) Let A1; A2 2 LX , S(A1; A2) = 1. Then bA1c � bA2c, bA2c^ � bA1c^ and A"h^h";#i ;_h";#i i2 =dbA2c^e � dbA1c^e = A"h^h";#i ;_h";#i i1 . Similarly for B1; B2 2 LY .For A 2 LX we have A"h^h";#i ;_h";#i i#h^h";#i ;_h";#i i = dbdbAc^ec_e = dbdbAcec^_e = dbAc^_e � A dueto the commutativity and the fact bAc^_ � bAc. Similarly for B 2 LY .(3) Due to Remark following De�nition 7 and the fact that for A0 2 LX it holds dbA0ce = A0 we haveA^h"h^;_i ;#h^;_ii = bdAe"h^;_ic = bdbdAec^ec = bdA^ec = A^ for any A � X �L. For any A 2 LX , sincedbAce = A holds, we have A"h^h";#i ;_h";#i i = dbAc^h";#ie = bdbdAec^ec = A". Similarly for B � Y � Land B 2 LY . 2Remark The condition that h^; _i is commutative is essential in the foregoing statement. Forconsider X = fxg, Y = fyg, L = f0; 12 ; 1g, and I � (X � L) � (Y � L) given by I =fhhx; 0i; hy; 12 ii; hhx; 12 i; hy; 0ii; hhx; 12 i; hy; 12 ii; hhx; 1i; hy; 12 ii; hhx; 1i; hy; 1iig. Let further h^; _i be theGalois connection between X � L and Y � L induced by I . Note that it is not commutative sincethe commutativity fails for A = fhx; 1ig. For the mappings h"; #i induced by h^; _i by (11) we havef 1�xg"# = f 12�xg 6� f 1�xg, i.e. h"; #i is not a Lf1g-Galois connection.Note also that the Lf1g-Galois connection h"; #i induced by a Galois connection h^; _i need not be anL-Galois connection (a counterexample is easy to get).Theorem 9 For any LK-Galois connection h"; #i, B �X;Y; h"; #i� and B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i), whereh^; _i = h^h";#i ; _h";#ii of Theorem 8, are isomorphic lattices. Moreover, B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i) =B (X � L; Y � L; I�) where hhx; �i; hy; �ii 2 I� i� � � f ��xg"(y).Proof. We prove the assertion by showing that h : B �X;Y; h"; #i� ! B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i) andg : B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i) ! B �X;Y; h"; #i� de�ned by h(hA;Bi) = hbAc; bBci and g(hA0; B0i) =hdA0e; dB0ei are mutually inverse order-preserving maps. First, we show that h and g are correctly de-�ned, i.e. h(B �X;Y; h"; #i�) � B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i) and g(B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i)) � B �X;Y; h"; #i�.If hA;Bi 2 B �X;Y; h"; #i� then bAc^ = bdbAce"c = bA"c = bBc and, similarly, bBc_ = bAc, i.e.h(hA;Bi) 2 B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i). If hA0; B0i 2 B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i) then dAe" = dbdA0ec^e =dA0^e = dB0e and, similarly, dB0e_ = dA0e, i.e. g(hA0; B0i) 2 B �X;Y; h"; #i�. By Lemma 6, h and g aremutually inverse. Finally, both h and g are clearly order-preserving.To see that B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i) = B (X � L; Y � L; I�), it is enough to show that I� is therelation Ih^;_i corresponding to h^; _i by Proposition 4. This is, indeed, true, since hh�; xi; h�; xii 2 Ih^;_ii� hm;�i 2 fhg; �ig^ which is by (12) equivalent to � � f ��xg"(y), i.e. to hh�; xi; h�; xii 2 I�. 2The following result shows that (modulo indentifying L-sets with representative sets) L-concept lat-tices may be viewed as concept lattices.Theorem 10 Any L-concept lattice B (X;Y; I) is isomorphic to the concept lattice B (X � L; Y � L; I�)where hhx; �i; hy; �ii 2 I� i� �
 � � I(x; y). 6



Proof. Let h"; #i be the L-Galois connection induced by I by Proposition 4. We have f ��xg"(y) =Vx02Xf ��xg(x0) ! I(x; y) = � ! I(x; y), i.e. the adjunction property gives � � f ��xg"(y) i��
 � � I(x; y). The assertion now follows by By Theorem 9. 2The following theorem gives a characterization of lattices of �xed points of LK-Galois connectionsand, in particular, of L-concept lattices.Theorem 11 Let h"; #i be an LK-Galois connection between X and Y . (1) The set B �X;Y; h"; #i� isunder � a complete lattice where the suprema and in�ma are given byĵ2J hAj ; Bji = h\j2J Aj ; ([j2J Bj)#"i ;_j2J hAj ; Bji = h([j2J Aj)"#;\j2J Bji : (13)(2) Moreover, an arbitrary complete lattice V = hV;�i is isomorphic to B �X;Y; h"; #i� i� there aremappings  : X � L! V , � : Y � L! V such that(i) (X;L) is W-dense in V, �(Y; L) is V-dense in V;(ii) (x; �) � �(y; �) i� � � f ��xg"(y).If h"; #i is an L-Galois connection, i.e. B �X;Y; h"; #i� = B (X;Y; I) for some I 2 LX�Y , then (ii) maybe replaced by (ii') (x; �) � �(y; �) i� �
 � � I(x; y).Proof. (1) follows from the description of in�ma and suprema of �xed points of Galois connectionbetween complete lattices (see e.g. [16]) and the fact that h"; #i is a Galois connection between the completelattices hLX ;�i and hLY ;�i. (2) Follows directly by Proposition 2, Theorem 9, and Theorem 10. 2Remark (1) Note that the characterization of L-concept lattices contained in Theorem 11 has beenobtained in [4] by a direct proof without the reference to Proposition 2. Theorem 10, however, makes thecharacterization a direct consequence of Proposition 2.(2) Let us also remark that by [17], each complete lattice hV;�i is isomorphic to the crisp conceptlattice B (V; V;�). Therefore, any L-concept lattice B (X;Y; I) is isomorphic to the crisp concept lat-tice B (B (X;Y; I);B (X;Y; I);�). However, such a representation is unnatural compared to that oneof provided by Theorem 10. Moreover, our representation yields almost directly Theorem 11, i.e. thecharacterization theorem for L-concept lattices.Remark Note also that formulas (13) can be derived directly from the assumption that they are valid forL = 2. Namely, since, by Theorem 9, B �X;Y; h"; #i� and B (X � L; Y � L; h^; _i) are isomorphic latticeswith h; g (of Proof of Theorem 9) being the mutually inverse isomorphisms, it holds Vj2J hAj ; Bji =g(h(Vj2J hAj ; Bji)). Furthermore, we haveg(h(ĵ2J hAj ; Bji)) = g(ĵ2J h(hAj ; Bji)) == g(ĵ2J hbAjc; bBjci) = g(h\j2JbAjc; ([j2JbBjc)_^i) == hd\j2JbAjce; d([j2JbBjc)_^ei = h\j2JdbAjce; dbd[j2JbBjce#c^ei == h\j2J Aj ; dbdbd[j2JbBjce#ce"cei = h\j2J Aj ; d[j2JbBjce#"i == h\j2J Aj ;[j2JdbBjce#"i = h\j2J Aj ; ([j2J Bj)#"i;i.e. the �rst part of (13) is valid. We used the validity of (13) for L = 2, Lemma 6, the equalitiesdTj2JbCjce = Tj2JdbCjce, dSj2JbCjce = Sj2JdbCjce (which hold for L-sets Cj), and the de�nitionsof ^ and _. The second part of (13) can be obtained dually.7



4 ConclusionWe have shown that each L-concept lattice can be viewed as a concept lattice. Our results are moregeneral in that they concern lattices of �xed points of LK -Galois connections of which L-concept latticesare a special case. The L-concept lattice is interpreted as a structure of concepts determined by a givenL-context, i.e. a set of objects, a set of attributes, and an L-relation \to have" between objects andattributes. In this respect, the context of the corresponding concept lattice has no clear interpretation- each object of the new context is a pair hx; �i where x is an object of the original L-context and � isa truth value, similarly for attributes. However, the result enables us to apply the results obtained forconcept lattices to L-concept lattices (a problem concerning an L-concept lattice is to be \translated"into a problem concerning the corresponding concept lattice, the translated problem is to be solved byresults available for concept lattices, and the solution obtained is to be translated back). In this waywe obtained a simple proof of the theorem characterizing L-concept lattices (obtained originally directlyin [4]). On the other hand, there are several phenomena which are degenerate in the case of (2-)conceptlattices (e.g. similarity [5], logical precision [6] etc.). Clearly, the study of such phenomena cannot be\reduced" in the above mentioned way.Acknowledgement Supported by grant no. 201/99/P060 of the GA ÈR. Part of the paper was pre-pared during author's research visit at the Center for Intelligent Systems, State University of New Yorkat Binghamton, NY 13902, USA. The support by the Center and by its director, Professor Klir, aregratefully acknowledged.References[1] Arnauld A., Nicole P.: La logique ou l'art de penser. 1662. Also in German: Die Logik oder dieKunst des Denkens. Darmstadt, 1972.[2] Bìlohlávek R.: Networks Processing Indeterminacy. PhD thesis, Ostrava, 1998 (xviii+198 pp., avail-able on request).[3] Bìlohlávek R.: Fuzzy Galois connections. Math. Logic Quarterly 45,4(1999), 497{504.[4] Bìlohlávek R.: Lattices of �xed points of fuzzy Galois connections. Math. Logic Quarterly (to ap-pear).[5] Bìlohlávek R.: Similarity relations in concept lattices. J. Logic and Computation (to appear).[6] Bìlohlávek R.: Fuzzy Galois connections and fuzzy concept lattices: from binary relations to con-ceptual structures. In: Novák V., Per�lieva I.: Discovering World With Fuzzy Logic. Springer, toappear (1999), pp. 30.[7] Birkho� G.: Lattice Theory, 3-rd edition. AMS Coll. Publ. 25, Providence, R.I., 1967.[8] Burusco A., Fuentes-González R.: The study of the L-fuzzy concept lattice. Mathware & Soft Com-puting 3(1994), 209{218.[9] Ganter B., Wille R.: Formal Concept Analysis. Springer, 1999.[10] Goguen J. A.: L-fuzzy sets. J. Math. Anal. Appl. 18(1967), 145{174.[11] Goguen J. A.: The logic of inexact concepts. Synthese 19(1968{69), 325{373.[12] Hájek P.: Metamathematics of Fuzzy Logic. Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1998.[13] Höhle U.: Commutative, residuated l-monoids. In: Höhle U., Klement E. P.: Non-Classical Logicsand Their Applications To Fuzzy Subsets. Kluwer (Theory and decision library), 1995, pp. 53{106.[14] Höhle U.: On the fundamentals of fuzzy set theory. J. Math. Anal. Appl. 201(1996), 786{826.8
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